THE MOVE
Some days, Arty gets a little bit bored of Rubbish Town
THERE'S JUST SO MUCH HE WOULD CHANGE
IT’S NOT THAT ARTY
DOESN’T LIKE
RUBBISH TOWN

IT’S JUST THAT HE KNOWS IT SO WELL
ARTY HAS AN IDEA!

HE'S GOING TO MOVE AWAY
MOVE AWAY ARTY?!

ARE YOU SURE?
OH DEAR, ARTY HAS ALREADY STARTED PACKING A BAG!
HE’S ONLY BRINGING THE ESSENTIALS...
ARTY WILL BRING A TOOTHBRUSH

DENTAL HYGIENE IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO LITTLE MONSTERS
AND A KITE TOO

YOU CAN NEVER HAVE TOO MANY KITES
OH, AND SOME WAFFLES OF COURSE

FOR THE ROAD
HE'S ALWAYS REALLY LIKED HIS KITCHEN SINK...

HE SHOULD PROBABLY BRING THAT
AND WHAT ABOUT HIS FRIENDS?
HE SHOULD PACK ONE OF THOSE
OF COURSE YOU CAN’T BRING PATRICK WITHOUT KEVIN
AND IT’S ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA TO BRING A DOCTOR ALONG
IN FACT, ALL THE RUBBISH TOWN RESIDENTS SHOULD COME ALONG!

AND OF COURSE THEY’LL NEED HOUSING
Now Arty is all packed up and ready to move.
GOSH,
LOOKS LIKE A PRETTY HEAVY BAG ARTY!
ARTY WAS ABLE TO PULL THE BAG A FULL TWO INCHES
That should do it

He’ll unpack here
HMMMM, LOOKS AWFULLY FAMILIAR ARTY
BUT ARTY DOESN’T MIND, 
TURNS OUT HE QUITE LIKES THE 
SAME OLD RUBBISH TOWN
AND THE SAME OLD WAFFLES
IN FACT
ARTY WOULDN'T CHANGE A THING
THE
END
READ MORE RUBBISH!
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